NEW PLATFORM!

**General Counsel NAVIGATOR™ (GCN)**

▷ Now featuring SmartTask

A quick and powerful way for Corporate Counsel to access practical intelligence across a broad range of issues.

**Enhanced Solutions and Fast Answers, Inspired by Corporate Counsel**

With only 15 minutes to respond to a query, advise what to include in an employment agreement, or provide guidance to the board, do you have one convenient resource to turn to? **General Counsel NAVIGATOR™ (GCN)** provides a one-stop resource containing everything you need to gain actionable answers on a wide range of topics.

**Built to fit the unique research and daily workflow demands of corporate legal departments**

- Practical information combined with in-depth expertise and analysis ensure you have exactly what you need to proceed with confidence
- A streamlined, customizable interface and improved search saves you time and effort
- Eight multistate surveys across key topical areas plus checklists, forms, news, secondary information, and primary law all in one location with the base subscription
- Create and share research folders and notes with colleagues

“I use GCN every day. It is what I have been looking for several years and provides the quick answers I need.”

William E. Meyers
Vice President & General Counsel
Carrols Restaurant Group, Inc.

WoltersKluwerLR.com/GCN
General Counsel NAVIGATOR™

Base offering topic areas
- Computer & Internet Law
- Contracts & Forms
- Corporate Governance
- Corporate Law
- Health Care
- HR, Employment & Labor
- Intellectual Property
- Payroll
- Privacy
- Real Estate & Construction
- Securities
- Tax
- Trade & Advertising

Add-ons available for all topic areas listed and you can add Antitrust, Banking, Bankruptcy, Consumer Law, Distribution & Franchise, Food & Drug, Government Contracts, Insurance, Medical Devices, Mergers & Acquisitions, and Pension.

To learn more, visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/GCN or call 1-888-562-5551
Accelerate In-House Research with SmartTask and SmartTask Pro

Now part of the General Counsel Navigator base offer, SmartTask provides a single access point to expert legal guides from Wolters Kluwer on key corporate topics such as LCC Formation, Amending Bylaws, Board of Directors Meetings, and more! Available as a premium package, SmartTask Pro allows you to standardize common practices and leverage in-house expertise, ensuring consistency and efficiency.

**SmartTask**

**Single Access Point:** integrated with direct links to relevant sections of laws and regulations, treatise materials and government agency websites.

**Step-by-Step Practical Legal Guides:** easy to follow, interactive and including practice notes and expert analysis.

**SmartTask Pro**

Add your own steps, URLs, company documents, or third-party content—all protected by your company’s firewall.

**SmartTask Pro** allow you to create effective research plans, by incorporating practice notes, in-house documents, or third-party content.

To learn more, visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/GCN or call 1-888-562-5551